
ALL AROUND THE 

WORLD 

 
 

-Find some non-fiction 

books about ancient Egypt 

(visit the library with an 

adult if you can) 

- Research and find 

interesting landmarks in 

Egypt on a map. 

- Research holidays to 

Egypt (online or visit a 

travel agent with 

permission from an adult) 

-Design a leaflet to 

encourage tourism to the 

country. 

 

 

Egyptians 

 

SUPER SCIENTISTS 

AMAZING ARTS 
 

Create your own tomb or 

coffin for a mummy. 

Remember they are 

decorated with a picture of 

the person and show off 

their wealth. 

 

 

AMAZING ARTS 

 

 
 

Research what ancient Egyptian homes looked like, then show in 

pictures, words or a model. 

 

WONDERFUL WRITING 

 

Imagine you have been on 

a dig; write a diary entry 

about your adventure. 

 

Research a variety of 

ancient Egyptian gods and 

goddesses and create a top 

trumps game to play with 

your friends. 

 

Write an ancient Egyptian 

themed poem or story. 

ALL AROUND THE WORLD 

 

List ten things that we would not 

see in Ancient Egypt and why. 

 AND  

List ten things that we would see 

in Ancient Egypt and why. 

 

Spring 1 
This homework is optional. 

Please choose an 

activity/activities if you 

would like to. We would 

love to see what you have 

done so please bring it in to 

share with your class 

teacher! 

CLEVER CONVERSATION 

Should we always obey the 

law? 

What are the consequences of 

judging by appearance? 

Should we trust and/or help 

strangers – including those 

behind a screen?  

Why do people want more 

things when they already have 

the essentials? 

Would you rather have at least 

ten hours sleep or have less 

sleep but be allowed to play 

online for longer? 

Should we believe everything 

we read?  

Would people feel safer and 

happy without the internet? 

How does sharing passwords 

make you a kinder person and a 

better friend? 

My best friend always produces 

great work so copying him/her 

will make me look, feel and do 

better. 

RELAXING 

READING 

 
Can you find any 

reading materials 

(books, leaflets, 

comics) about the 

Ancient Egyptians? 


